
WEA're
all over Scandinavia!

From this summer Wea operates in all four countries in Scandinavia,

Sweden, Norway, Denmark and Finland. In July both Denmark and Finland

started as Wea affiliates. Sweden has been a Wea affiliate

since 1979, for 10 years and Norway since 1987.
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Cable One To
Disappear?

by a. Halle Ion Henley
Amsterdam - Despite the cmally aimed at the country
last-minute transfer of 50Mo in which they are based. The
of its shares to UK private Radio Broadland deal in -

Radio Broadland, Europe's eludes a possible UK AM
first commercial satellite frequency for Cable One as
radio station, Cable One, well as a satellite uplink.
now seems likely to disap- The station hopes that the
pear from the Dutch cable change in its ownership will
networks (M&M September also be seen as an attempt to
16). fit in with the law's re -

Cable One's decision to quirements.

transfer shares came after it Cable One has a potential
failed to get an injunction audience of 3.5 million in
preventing the Dutch Media everal European countries
Commission from fining (exact figures not available),
cable operators which carry
the service. But a Commis-
sion spokesman said it was
"very unlikely" that Cable
One's move would be con-
sidered as a genuine increase
in the station's 'foreign
broadcaster' status. "Cable
operators who carry the
signal will be fined from Oc-
tober I;' he said.

Dutch law, which bans
domestic commercial broad-
casters, allows foreign sta-
tions onto the cable if they
can show that they am prin-

McCartney Tour
To Gross f IOM

by Hugh Fielder

Paul McCartney's first him in comfort and he
European tour in more than wants to be able to see them.
10 years is expected to gross There are some venues like
around 10 million in ticket Rome where we will have to
sales. The roadshow opened scale down the show a little,
this week (September 26) in but the emphasis is on qua -
Oslo and McCartney is lity rather than quantity!'
scheduled to perform 15 Marshall is working with
dates in eight countries bet- local promoters in each ter-
ween now and November. ritory, and is following a
About 350000 people am lead set by UK -based pro -
expected in total. UK dates moter MCP by limiting
are set for January. ticket agencies to a 15%

European tour promoter mark-up on ticket sales.
Barrie Marshall: "Every McCartney's merchandis-
date has sold out and them ing worldwide is being
is a chance we will be adding handled by Brockum. All
extra shows in Paris and concert goers will get a free
Munich. This tour is just an 96 -page tour brochure put
indication of the audiences together by EMAP.
he could draw in Europe!' Them is no Euro-wide

The show is geared to tour sponsor but sources say
midsize indoor venues. blank tape manufacturer
Marshall: "Paul wants the TOK is negotiating to back
audience to be able to see die UK dates.

Eurochart Now Heard
On 65 Stafons
Two new major European
radios have taken the 'Coca-
Cola Eurochart Hot 100'.
According to Doug Adam-
son of MCM Networking,
which produces and syn-
dicates the show, the chart is

Following The Cure's recent London concert, Polydor held a
party Tor the band and 25 visiting International Marketing
managers from PolyGram companies around the world. The
Cure's Disintegration' LP has sold over One million units in
Europe.

now listened to by around 10
million people every week.

The latest additions are
Manchester -based indepen-
dent, Piccadilly Radio and
West German private RPR,
which covers the state of
Rhineland Palatinate RPR
Programme Director Dieter
Mauer: "I believe the show
will be very popular. Our
target audience is 15-30

year -olds who welcome
music from a mixture of
European coentries"

Presented in tour lang-

uages, the two-hour show is
based on Music & Media's
Eurochart Hot 100 and is
now heard on 65 station& 14
in the UK, 21 in Denmark,
14 in Finland and 16 in West
Germany.
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Lend your ears to something different!

Outstanding and multiple awarded Swedish music and musicians on...

e c o r
Visit us at Music 89 stand 3100 in hall C


